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IntraFi Network Deposits can help your 
institution manage its balance sheet and 
provide its customers with access to millions 
in FDIC insurance. 

And, we still offer our full range of 
wholesale funding solutions. IntraFi 
Funding offers flexible funding solutions 
to help banks of all sizes meet planned 
or unexpected needs, regardless of their 
liquidity position. 

Promontory Interfinancial 
Network has a new name...

Same great products. 
New names.

IntraFi.com

Use of IntraFi Network Deposits and IntraFi Funding are subject 
to the terms, conditions, and disclosures set forth in the applicable 
program agreements, including the IntraFi Participating Institution 
Agreement. IntraFi, Network Deposits, IntraFi Funding, and the 
IntraFi logo are service marks, and ICS and CDARS are 
registered service marks, of IntraFi Network LLC.

And our product names have 
changed, too.

CDARS® and ICS® deposit solutions are 
now IntraFiSM Network DepositsSM, and 

CDARS and ICS funding solutions 
are called IntraFi FundingSM.    
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Call me at 515.577.0070

Mary Voss
Based in Des Moines, Iowa, serving Iowa and Illinois

Together, let ’s 
make it happen.

Why choose Bell as your bank’s lending partner?

 Commercial & ag participation loans
 Bank stock & ownership loans
 Bank building financing
 Business & personal loans for bankers

Leverage our large lending capacity, up to $20 million on correspondent loans. Our lending limits are 
high enough to accommodate what you need, when you need it.

We do not reparticipate any loans.
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Callie Schlieman
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2021 SESSION ENDS WITH 
DEAL ON PROPERTY TAX

A
djournment came late for the State 
Legislature this year as the session 
closed May 19 — 13 days past 
the scheduled adjournment date. 

Despite Republicans enjoying large majorities 
in both the House and Senate along with control 
of the governor’s office, finding agreement on 
taxes, budget and policy issues remained a 
challenge. Even with a trifecta, there are always 
many differing ideas and opinions on public 
policy.
 While Gov. Kim Reynolds got some of 
her priorities passed like an increase in the 
Workforce Housing Tax Credit and additional 
broadband funding for rural areas — both 
supported by the Iowa Bankers Association 
— some of her other priorities were nixed 
including a mandate on renewable fuels. Maybe 
most surprising was the inability of the House 
to pass Republican red meat issues, such as 
medical malpractice, tort reform and workers 

unemployment reform which, left many business 
groups disappointed. 

STATE BUDGET AND TAXES

Republicans can and should take credit for sound 
budgeting practices since they took control of 
the Legislature. Their management of the states’ 
finances helped Iowa weather the economic impact 
of the pandemic. But the ultimate goal for the party 
is to improve Iowa’s tax system. While they have 
nibbled around the edges, they have not been able 
to make significant progress — particularly for 
corporate taxpayers. 
 This session, with the state still being in a COVID 
recovery, the Legislature was understandably 
cautious in its actions, but Iowa’s tax code is not 
competitive and needs to be addressed. According 
to the 2021 National Tax Foundation, 39 other states 
rank better than Iowa in overall state and local 
tax burden and 45 states rank better than Iowa in 
corporate tax burden. 

SHARON 
PRESNALL 
Senior Vice 
President

Iowa Bankers 
Association
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BY SHARON PRESNALL
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 For many years, the Iowa Legislature has tried to 
manage this problem using credits and exemptions, 
which are essentially an apology for a broken tax 
system. The result has been politicians rather than the 
marketplace determining winners and losers. When a 
tax benefit is instituted to accomplish a specific goal, it 
is very difficult to end. In the case of credit unions, for 
example, an existing income tax exemption remains 
even though the industry has dramatically changed. It 
is important for the Legislature to review and modernize 
the tax code, but entities that enjoy these tax benefits 
are not interested in being weaned off of them, so 
it becomes easier for elected officials to continue 
handing out tax benefits to a few rather than tackle 
meaningful tax reform for all. 
 This session, the Legislature made some modest 
tax changes including property tax relief. In the same 
bill, they also agreed to remove the general fund 
revenue triggers that were part of the 2018 tax bill 
allowing those cuts to finally become effective which 
should have a positive impact on most individual 
taxpayers. Iowa also joined 46 other states by phasing 

out the inheritance tax that still applied to non-lineal 
descendants. 

WHAT TO EXPECT IN 2022

Despite the modest changes made by the Legislature 
this session, there will be pressure on Republicans to 
take up additional tax reform before the 2022 election, 
particularly corporate reform. The IBA, of course, 
supports any reform plan that addresses inequities 
between banks and credit unions. The best chance for 
success is to be a part of a reform package rather than 
an individual bill that pits banks against credit unions. 
 This session, IBA staff worked with key leaders 
in the House and Senate to create language that 
the leaders believe their caucuses can support. The 
direction that was given focuses on those areas 
where credit unions have strayed from their original 
mission. The IBA will spend the interim rolling out the 
plan to both legislators and bankers. The association 
remains committed to fighting for a sound tax system 
that creates equity, grows the state and allows Iowa 
to fund its most important priorities. 

Creating meaningful relationships is our culture. 
From executive management to front-line 
employees, we live it and believe it every day.  
As your correspondent partner, and a community 
bank ourselves, we understand the value 
community banks bring to the clients we serve.

qcbt.com/correspondent-banking
4500 N. Brady Street, Davenport, Iowa

At Quad City Bank & Trust

Isn’t Just a Buzz Word.
RELATIONSHIP

Amy Braack 
563.468.6236

Jay Johnson 
563.468.6271

Clay Boatman
515.778.2137
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LOOK FOR IBMC TRAINING

T
raining and educational opportunities are 
a critical component of the services Iowa 
Bankers Mortgage Corp. provides to 
lenders. The pandemic created obstacles 

to providing those opportunities in 2020, but IBMC 
is ready to bring back training to help facilitate 
learning and growth for its bank partners.
 As things begin to shift toward a new post-
pandemic normal in the U.S and around the world, 
IBMC’s training and education will see its own 
set of changes. After 15 years at Iowa Bankers 
Mortgage Corp., Pam Kucera retired from her role 
as assistant vice president training and marketing 
representative on April 2. Over the last several 
months, Megan Severson, who has worked as a 
relationship manager at IBMC for three years, has 
been preparing to transition into this role. 
 During the pandemic, Severson also worked 
as both a processor and closer. That experience, 
combined with her expertise in community bank 
mortgage lending — particularly the work that 
goes on behind the scenes — gives her a unique 
perspective into the needs of mortgage lenders and 
the overall process at IBMC. 
 "In my previous employment, I worked at 
an IBMC-partnering bank and, as such, valued 
the ability to attend IBMC trainings and network 
with other community bankers throughout the 
state," Severson said. "Each training fostered my 
knowledge and experience to the ever-changing 
mortgage industry. I am excited to utilize this 
knowledge and previous real-world experience to 
provide these resources to our bank partners as 
well. 

VIRTUAL TRAINING

IBMC recently polled its bank partners to gauge 
what training topics are of the highest importance 
and will prioritize training opportunities that 
Severson will deliver based on those results. She 

will also work to create new training opportunities 
that will best serve the needs of IBMC’s partners.
 Building off of the foundation Kucera 
created, Severson will focus on creating training 
opportunities in a variety of ways. This will begin 
with scheduled virtual trainings. These opportunities 
will be listed on the IBMC website and offered via 
Zoom. Severson will also work on creating short, 
recorded trainings so bankers can have real-time 
options for quick refreshers and tutorials.
 " As we have all been affected by the pandemic 
and immense loan volume over the past year, training 
often had to take a backseat," Severson said. "The 
upcoming virtual training choices will provide our 
bank partners a review of the products, services and 
processes of IBMC."

ONSITE TRAINING

Eventually, IBMC will once again offer onsite 
training. As part of those plans, IBMC will work 

Megan Severson has transitioned into the role of assistant vice 
president, training and marketing representative following the 
retirement of Pam Kucera, who was with IBMC for 15 years.
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Why should your payment solutions 
 be any different?

bankersbank.com

Customers expect their community banks to be as fast as the industry leaders.  Let your 
back end fly with Faster Payment Settlement Solutions from Bankers’ Bank.

–   Seamless delivery of bank funds to and from RTP 
network joint account

–   Reconcilement reporting and advices to  
ease daily balancing

–  Fund-level monitoring and recommendations

toward the opportunity to deliver in-person training 
that remains compliant with CDC and safe social 
distancing guidelines. Training dates will be 
announced in the near future. 
 Severson is also available to provide individual 
bank training. Whether you require training for 
a new employee or an entire mortgage team, 
Severson can cater the training to fit your needs. 
She will also continue to work with outside 
resources like the Board of Realtors, USDA, Iowa 
Finance Authority and others to provide more 
educational resources.
 "I look forward to seeing each bank partner 
face-to-face and having the ability to offer training 
opportunities again," Severson said. "This type 
of training fosters discussion on topics and 
allows attendees to interact and network. These 
advantages have always been a draw to the IBMC 
training sessions, and I look forward to continuing 
that tradition."

NEW BUILDING TO OPEN SOON

In September, IBMC will join the Iowa Bankers 
Association and Iowa Bankers Insurance and 
Services, Inc. in a new building that will have a 
state-of-the-art training facility to provide more 
educational resources without booking an off-site 
venue. 
 The new Iowa Bankers facility will also have 
built-in technological enhancements that will allow 
IBMC to produce new video updates and snapshots 
on topical issues impacting the mortgage industry.

MORE INFORMATION

To learn more about upcoming training opportunities, 
watch the IBMC event calendar at ibmc.com or 
contact Severson at mseverson@iowabankers.com 
with specific questions or to schedule a session. 
IBMC also welcomes feedback for new training 
opportunities. If there’s a topic you would like to 
know more about, please send it to Severson.
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INNOVATIVE TOOLS TO 
PREVENT IDENTITY THEFT

E
very two seconds. That’s how quickly a 
new case of identity theft occurs in the U.S. 
Whether personal information is stolen 
through data breaches, from lost or stolen 

devices or through phishing or other cyber scams, 
there is a multitude of ways that cybercriminals 
attempt identity theft.
 While identity theft is common, that doesn’t mean 
it’s not preventable. Members of the Iowa Bankers 
Benefit Plan health plan have extra security measures 
available to help protect them from identity theft. 
Members enjoy exclusive, free access to identity 
protection services called IDX Identity. With this 
service, members can:
•  Monitor their credit record.
•  Keep track of their online activity.
•  Receive complete identity recovery if fraudulent 

activity is found.

FEATURES OF IDX

IDX Identity comes with a variety of innovative 
features that can help keep data secure. Some of 
those features include:

•  Identity Recovery — With IDX you’re assigned 
a recovery specialist who works on your behalf 
to turn over every stone until your identity is 
recovered to it’s its pre-theft status.

•  Recovery Insurance — Provides reimbursement 
costs for eligible expenses. Out-of-pocket 
expenses and costs such as stolen funds, lost 
wages, legal fees, and private investigators are 
all part of what’s covered. * $1 million limit on 
eligible expenses.

•  Single Bureau Credit Monitoring — IDX’s vigilant 
credit monitoring system constantly scans your 
credit activity for anything suspicious. As soon as 
a threat is identified, you will receive an alert so 
that you can validate if fraud has occurred, and 
take action immediately.

•  Bank Account Takeover Credit Card Application 
Monitoring — Notifies you when your SSN and 
personal information have been used to apply for 
or open a new bank account or credit card. You 
will also be notified if changes have been made 
to your existing bank account.

•  Change of Address Monitoring — Notifies you 
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FASTER PAYMENTS
AT THE SPEED OF LIGHT

mibanc.com

• FedNOW Pilot Participant
• RTP Funding Agent
• Charter Member of the FPC 
   (Faster Payments Council)

MIB is proud to be named a participating 
organization for the Federal Reserve 

Bank FedNow Pilot program.  
We are collaborating with other financial 

institutions and FinTechs across the country to 

evaluate emerging faster payment solutions 

that are cost effective, easy to use and 

structured to serve the specific needs of your 

individual bank and the market(s) you serve.

Working to find faster payment solutions for 
your bank. Contact Sheila Noll for details. 

573.556.1335
MEMBER FDIC

when your mail has been redirected through the 
US Postal Service to a new mailing address.

•  Court Records Bookings Monitoring — Tracks 
municipal court systems and alerts you if a 
criminal act is committed under your name.

•  CyberScan — This is a surveillance engine that 
proactively searches the internet and the dark 
web - from websites, to blogs, bulletin boards, 
Internal Relay Chat channels and beyond. 
CyberScan seeks out compromised personal 
information and triggers an alert if your data is 
detected.

•  Non Credit Loan Monitoring — Notifies you if 
a non-credit loan has been opened using an 
element of your identity.

•  Social Security Number Trace — Provides you 
with a report of all names and aliases associated 
with your social security number and notifies you 
if a new one is added.

ID THEFT RECOVERY

As cybercrime continues to evolve, criminals are 
finding new ways to obtain and use people’s data 

for their own gain. And just as cybercrime evolves, 
methods to prevent identity theft need to adapt as 
well. That includes finding new ways to protect data 
such as names, Social Security numbers, addresses, 
dates of birth, credit card, driver’s licenses, and 
financial and medical account information. 
 Unfortunately, keeping data private isn’t always 
enough. According to the Privacy Rights Clearinghouse, 
between 2005 and 2019, more than 10 billion records 
of personal information were exposed. The average 
American had their personal information stolen at 
least four times in 2019 alone. Although not every case 
results in financial loss, those statistics show everyone 
is at risk. With IDX, however, IBBP health plan-covered 
members have access to recovery experts, who work 
to help victims of identity theft achieve full recovery.

HOW TO REGISTER

To register for the IDX Theft coverage, log in or 
register on the myWellmark.com website and scroll 
to the bottom of the page and click on Identity 
Protection. You will need the enrollment code above 
the Enroll/Log In button to register.
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CONSISTENT RULES OF THE ROAD 

 The diversity of our financial system is 
something that is uniquely American. It is 
important that we preserve that diversity, but 
we must do so in a manner that ensures a level 
playing field between providers of financial 
services and protects all consumers equally. 
 In the American Bankers Association’s 
recently released Blueprint for Growth — a 
banker-driven document that will serve as our 
advocacy north star in the year ahead — we 
identified the need to promote innovation and 
ensure consistent regulation as one of the top 
priorities for the industry in 2021. 
 This is not a new goal, but it remains 
important at this moment in time as we confront 
the challenges of modern life — from emerging 
technologies to a changing climate to recovering 
from a global pandemic. 
 Banks have always embraced innovation. 
Indeed, innovation has a vital role to play in 
increasing economic competitiveness, promoting 
financial inclusion and expanding access to 
banking services. But financial innovation only 
provides these benefits when undertaken in a 
safe, responsible manner.
 This means that a consistent set of regulatory 
standards must be applied to providers of financial 
services — be they credit unions, banks or fintech 
firms. Unfortunately, we’ve seen several instances 
in recent months of firms attempting to circumvent 
these regulatory standards by seeking charters 
that would allow them to access the banking 
system without being subject to the same rigorous 

regulatory standards that apply to the nation’s 
banks. 
 A prime example of this is Figure Bank, 
which recently filed an application for a national 
banking charter through the OCC that, among 
other things, would allow it to operate without 
deposit insurance. If approved, this charter would 
enable Figure Bank to apply for membership 
in the Federal Reserve system while avoiding 
compliance with regulations like the Community 
Reinvestment Act.  

 We’ll continue to oppose the approval of 
charters like these, and we’ll continue to push 
back against any efforts that would enable new 
entrants into the financial services marketplace to 
cherry-pick which rules of the road apply to them. 
 We’ll also continue our efforts to advocate 
against further tilting the field for tax-advantaged 
entities like credit unions and the Farm 

BY ROB NICHOLS

O
ver the course of the pandemic, the U.S. economy has been tested like never before and 
has more than proven its resilience. That’s thanks in no small part to our large and diverse 
financial system: a network of financial institutions of all sizes, charters and business models 
that are dedicated to providing the products and services that consumers and businesses 

need to thrive. 

ROB NICHOLS 
President & CEO

American Bankers 
Association

“ Innovation has a vital role to 
play in increasing economic 
competitiveness, promoting 
financial inclusion and expanding 
access to banking services. But 
financial innovation only provides 
these benefits when undertaken 
in a safe, responsible manner.”
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Credit System. For example, we are pushing 
strongly against a recent National Credit Union 
Administration effort to further loosen field 
of membership restrictions — a move that 
even the agency’s former chairman blasted as 
“abandon[ing] rigorous and introspective analysis 
and its congressional mandate to stay clearly 
within the four corners of the Federal Credit Union 
Act.”
 And, should policymakers accelerate 
attempts to push the Federal Reserve or the U.S. 
Postal Service into retail banking, we’ll continue 
making the case that this kind of involvement is 
unnecessary, because consumers are already 
being well-served by a broad and diverse 
financial services sector. In 2019, the share of 
unbanked U.S. households reached a record 
low of 5.4%, according to the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corp., and banks are working to close 
that gap through the Bank On movement. With a 

fast-growing number of banks signed on, Bank 
On-certified accounts are now offered in 28,000 
branches nationwide, in 99 out of the 100 largest 
metropolitan markets and in all 50 states.
 In order for us to be able to convey this 
message, however, we must ensure that 
community banks have the capacity and ability to 
keep innovating. That’s why we’ve been working 
diligently through the ABA’s Core Platforms 
Committee to smooth over some of the bumps in 
the road that have historically held banks back 
from rolling out new digital products and services 
that their customers want and that they need to 
remain competitive. 
 By supporting the digital transition — an effort 
that was well underway before the pandemic 
but is now accelerating at an even faster pace 
— America’s banks can continue their work to 
support an economic recovery that is robust and 
inclusive. 
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FASTER 
PAYMENTS

 Where am I going with this? 
 As 2021 gets its legs and we move into mid-year, 
we heading into what is, for many, budgeting and 
strategic planning season. To be successful with 
something you haven’t done before — something 
like faster payments — your bank should be doing 
the hard work now to lay the groundwork for 
the successes to come, working to build on your 
institution’s strengths and anticipate your customers’ 
future needs.
 Of the roles I play at Bankers’ Bank, one of my 
favorites is serving as ambassador and champion 
for faster payments. When speaking to bankers I 
often get asked “Where are payments going and 

how are we going to get there? And what are 
‘faster payments’ anyway? I’ll try to touch on the 
first of those questions below, but as for what faster 
payments are, they could be person to person 
instant payments. They could be Same Day ACH 
transactions. They could be Real-Time Payments 
transactions. One day, they will include FedNow. 
These are all examples of faster payments, means of 
getting money moved more quickly than on traditional 
rails. Together these innovations represent the 
biggest step forward in payments in 40 years.
 And the trends for faster payments are all going in 
the right direction. What is ultimately going on behind 
the scenes with payments in the U.S. is an evolution 

BY TODD KOEHN

I
n high school, I ran Cross Country. One thing I will always remember about those days was something my 
coach used to say — “The season is won in the winter and spring, not in the summer!” What did he mean? 
Coach was letting us know that our hard work in the offseason, running those many miles and lifting those 
many weights, built the solid foundation we would need later for a successful season. 

TODD KOEHN 
Vice President, 
Faster Payment 
Solutions

Bankers' Bank

Hard work wins the race

FASTER 
PAYMENTS
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FASTER 
PAYMENTS

in infrastructure and the advent of real-time, or more 
real-time, settlement. Volumes are growing and 
changes are being made to allow more transactions 
to ride faster rails. We’ve seen this in Same Day ACH, 
with more settlement windows and NACHA’s recent 
announcement that the Same Day limit will soon be 
raised to $1 million. These changes will make it quicker 
and easier for your customers to send and receive 
money via ACH and may signal a move away from 
batch settlement to something more like real time. 
 Growth in the RTP Network has been smooth and 
steady, and today approximately 60% of all depository 
accounts in the U.S. can send and receive RTP 
payments. This will (could) grow to 70% or more by 
year-end. The Federal Reserve announced earlier this 
year that FedNow pilot participants will be live on the 
platform in 2023. And this barely scratches the surface 
— the payments space is bursting with innovation. 
How will your bank keep up? Could you better 

leverage the capability of Same Day ACH as a faster 
payment solution, one you already have access to, by 
helping your customers understand its advantages? 
If you haven’t already, is it time to look into a faster 
payments rail like RTP? 
 Circling back to the same kind of thinking as my 
Cross Country coach, why does a community banker 
need to be planning for faster payments now, and not 
push it down the road three to five years? The pace of 
change is accelerating, and it could pass your bank 
by if you wait. Worse yet, you could hitch your bank to 
the wrong train — one that doesn’t meet your needs. 
Contracts can be long, and by the time you make a 
change, it may be very hard to get back on track. Here 
are some thoughts on doing some strategic planning 
now, despite the uncertainty inherent in the fast-
evolving payments space:
1.  It’s important to think broadly about risk and 

reward, and to be clear about what needs to 

FASTER 
PAYMENTS
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change at your bank to make new payments 
strategies successful. What are your hurdles 
to integrating key systems that support faster 
payments? How will you help your customers 
understand the advantages of the new products 
you develop? How will your team manage risk 
by limiting access to faster payments, at a global 
or at an individual account level? How will you 
handle fraud detection, within faster payments or 
cross-channel? What changes about “Know Your 
Customer” in a faster payments world? What 
do you need to know about a customer before 
you allow them access to faster payments? How 
do your internal policy and procedures need 
to change? How will your bank support later 
settlement times? Could you need to implement 
a second shift? Could it make sense to partner 
with a provider who can handle later settlement 
windows so your team can be home with friends 
and family? 

2.  Some banks tell me that their customers are 
not yet asking for faster payments, but even if 
that’s true it’s important to start planning. Your 
first faster payment customer could be your own 
bank. Imagine performing loan disbursements 
through a faster payment rail, providing the 
money instantly and eliminating phone calls to 
and from another financial institution to double 
check the payment. How much time could you 
save your operations team daily? How happy 
will your customers be at how fast their money 
moves?

3.  In addition to all of this, your bank should develop 
an understanding of critical technologies 
and maintain enough in-house expertise to 
successfully complete projects in pursuit of your 
strategy. There are many components of this. 
Is a solution you are developing too siloed? Will 
there be enough communication and integration 
between solutions or payment rails? Is your bank 
planning to evolve existing solutions? How long 
would such a re-write take and will it be able to 
support faster payments? Are you planning on 
building stronger relationships with technology 
partners to help with some of this heavy lifting? 
If so, are your technology partners approaching 

payments with a hub type solution, incorporating 
multiple payments types, or are you working 
on a one-off project that touches only one type 
of payment? And importantly, are you taking 
the time to discuss what these roadmap items 
mean to your bank before you renew technology 
agreements. In my experience, key providers like 
to sign long term agreements, which can have 
advantages for both sides. But being trapped in 
an agreement can be ruinous if your vision and 
theirs do not match. A lengthy contract with a 
provider that does not meet your needs could put 
you at a severe competitive disadvantage. If your 
vendors are not looking at the future of payments 
holistically you may need to switch. And of 
course that itself takes time. 

 In the past, banks had years to plan big changes. 
Bankers knew their brand of service, the quality of 
their lenders and what would make a competitive 
difference for their bank. Today we are faced with a 
faster pace of change and higher expectations from 
customers. 
 Banks themselves are becoming more mobile, 
more attuned to conducting business remotely. Think 
of how your bank interacted with customers and 
key vendors during the pandemic. Was this easy 
for your bank to implement or was it a challenge? 
This could be a bellwether on how mobile-ready 
your bank really is. The next generation of business 
owners or potential homebuyers grew up with 
“mobile-first” technology. They are expecting speed 
and convenience, almost instant gratification in their 
banking. 
 In the future, how will you make it easier for 
your customers to bank how and when they want 
and not how and when you want them to? Have you 

“ Banks that improve the payment 
experience will attract and retain 
deposits, and will be better 
positioned when liquidity becomes 
tight again.”
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considered where your customers could interact with 
your bank in the future? Increasingly, the answer is 
anywhere with cell service or access to secure Wi-Fi. 
As important as a branch footprint may be, a growing 
number of customers will see the apps in their 
pockets as their bank. Are you seeing an increase in 
mobile banking activities? Have you started analyzing 
transaction data on your deposit accounts? Take a 
look at how much money is being moved on a monthly 
basis through PayPal, Venmo, Square or Zelle. 
Winning over the next generation of customers will 
require analysis, methodic planning and a clear vision 
of where to position your bank.
 As an industry, all of us are still near the 
beginning of a very long race, and the stakes are 
high. Community banks are highly liquid right now, but 
cycles come and go. Banks that improve the payment 
experience will attract and retain deposits, and will 
be better positioned when liquidity becomes tight 
again. Creating a strong user experience — delighting 
customers — is critical. A consequence of faster 

payments is money can move more quickly, into or 
out of your bank. And despite today’s excess liquidity, 
many customers are facing cash flow problems. 
Banks that can help manage these and other 
challenges through implementing successful payment 
products will be out front. Given expense and lead 
times, we need to get the next generation of payments 
solutions in place before customers ask for them. 
 Fortunately, just as I had my coach to help with 
training and race strategy, you are not alone in the 
faster payments race. When your state and national 
associations host events on faster payments, have 
someone at your bank attend. Bankers’ Bank is 
also available to share what we are seeing on the 
transaction side of faster payments, and more 
importantly the settlement side as a funding agent 
for our customers. Beginning to get a plan in place to 
develop and support your future payment products — 
including in faster payments, — will position your bank 
for future success. This is the time for us all to put in 
the hard work. Thanks for the analogy coach! 
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B
ridge Community Bank’s Bob Steen 
participated in a discussion in the Iowa 
Bankers Association board room in 2013 
about faster payments. That led to the 

creation of an IBA task force and ignited his long 
involvement in faster payments initiatives both with 
the IBA and on a national level.
 Soon after that IBA meeting, Steen volunteered 
for the Federal Reserve’s Faster Payments Task 
Force and was assigned to represent smaller banks 
on the task force’s steering committee. Now his 
bank is one of 110 organizations participating in the 
FedNow Pilot program, which will test the Fed's 
faster payments service. The IBA spoke with Steen 
on the state of faster payments and what to expect 
from FedNow.

WHAT HURDLES HAVE YOU SEEN THE 

BANKING INDUSTRY OVERCOME AS IT 

WORKS TO CREATE FASTER PAYMENTS? 

I think the biggest hurdle is the recognition of how 
important this is — that we can look within our own 
organizations and see the volume of Venmo payments, 
Square payments, Paypal payments, and every single 
one of those is a transactions we should have and 
we’re letting it get away from us. Most of us have 

finally come to terms with the fact that we’re on a 
short lease with the business of transactions. 
 It’s the recognition that faster means something 
to our society. I was an early and noisy advocate for 
same-day ACH, and I was on the Nacha (National 
Automated Clearing House Association) board at the 
time, and we went to a ballot and the ballot failed. It 
finally passed on the second ballot and in March, we 
had another window added to the daily ACH process. 
The volume of same-day ACH transactions has far 
exceeded even the most optimistic prognosis on 
the impact of same-day ACH and, by far, outpaced 
anybody’s expectations, including Nacha’s. It’s 
a real testament to our society’s expectation of 
everything-now.
 There’s a lot of people still not paying attention to 
this. That’s a drag on trying to move this thing forward 
for our industry, but that’s what the (FedNow) pilot is 
for — to get this thing moving.

WHAT FURTHER ADVANCEMENTS DO YOU 

THINK NEED TO BE MADE FOR BANKS TO BE 

SUCCESSFUL IN FASTER PAYMENTS?

It’s going to be like same-day ACH at some level. 
We’re not thinking of the business cases — the 
use cases — that will come. We think we know but 
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we don’t know. I think we’re going to see a lot of 
use cases that quickly evolve that we’re not even 
thinking about now. Those that we are thinking about 
— the P2P (peer to peer) payments, the last-minute 
payments to one of our billers, the payments that just 
need to be made now. Check volume continues to go 
down, but getting rid of checks in the business-to-
business payments has been very difficult. 
 The FedNow and the clearing house both have 
this model of request for payment that will include 
messaging, things like the invoice, etc. that will 
streamline business-to-business payments, and 
that will have a huge impact on the check volume. 
Currently, many businesses prefer sticking the invoice 
in the envelope with the check so it goes to the right 
place. With the messaging capability in the request 
for payment concept, that will be a game-changer 
for even businesses that currently have no electronic 
means or thoughts of making payments to their 
counterparts.

HOW HAS THE INCREASED COMPETITION 

IN FASTER PAYMENTS EXACERBATED THE 

BANKING INDUSTRY’S NEED TO CREATE A 

FASTER PAYMENTS SYSTEM? 

Regulators have started approving fintech 
acquisition of financial institutions or actual de novo 
startups. Once a fintech — whatever that is — has 
a financial institution status, the line is going to get 
very blurred with regard to who owns that. I’m not 
standing in the way because I think it’s inevitable. 
As we approve technology companies’ bank 
services, particularly a master account with the 
Federal Reserve, the line between the separation 
between banking and commerce is going to be all 
but gone. 
 There’s a reason for that, too. The dominance of 
the VISA and Mastercard and their heavy-handed 
approach to the retail industry is going to catch up to 
them. They’re hedging their bets by buying all things 
to quell competition or leverage the technology. 
Frankly, everybody’s hedging their bets.

HOW IMPORTANT IS IT THAT THE FEDERAL 

RESERVE HAS NOW LAUNCHED THE 

FEDNOW PILOT PROGRAM? 

It always was critically essential that the Fed provide 
an alternative to the 24 largest banks, and I say that 

in participation with the 24 largest banks. Like ACH, 
like Check 21, or check services or wire services, our 
economy cannot be reliant on one system. We have 
to have more than one system. Things happen. Things 
go bad, and we have to have an alternative. And the 
Fed has always been — the clearinghouse goes back 
well before the Fed was created — but the Fed in the 
last 108 years has been the one constant in providing 
payment services to community banks directly or 
through a correspondent bank. 

WITH FEDNOW WANTING TO TEST 

TRANSACTIONS IN 2022, HOW DO YOU 

PREDICT THINGS EVOLVE BEYOND THAT? 

I’m predicting success. The Fed will make this work. 
The initial launch is going to be somewhat limited. It 
will not have a directory. It will not have a request for 
payment. They’re trying to get it off the ground to get 
to the endgame. I would be very disappointed if we’re 
not live with at least the first launch sometime in 2023 
— probably later than earlier — and then start adding 
on the enhancements like the request for payment 
— that I think will really aid the business-to-business 
area — and the directory which will make it easier 
to connect my customer to where they’re sending or 
receiving from. 
 And they will constantly enhance the security 
features. What we know from the experience of 
PayPal, Venmo, Square and Zelle and all sorts 
of payments is there’s risk of fraud. Ninety-nine 
percent of the payments work just fine. It’s those 
few that don’t that cause all the drag and all the 
friction.

WHAT WOULD YOU SAY TO BANKS THAT 

AREN’T WATCHING THIS ISSUE CLOSELY? 

I would just encourage our industry to pay attention 
to this. If you need a wake-up call, look at your own 
debit card activity. Because most banks are looking 
at it with their customers as receivers, many of them 
are receiving these Venmo payments and Square 
payments and Zelle payments. What they’ll see is 
Venmo dominates. If they look at their returns and 
exceptions and where those are, they’ll see a pattern 
of the third-party payments being a high percentage 
of those. You don’t have to look out the window. Look 
inside your own facility at what’s happening. That has 
to be a wake-up call.
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JILLIAN SWAIN, 
CRCM 
Compliance 
Analyst

Iowa Bankers 
Association KEEP AN EYE ON THESE 

FINCEN UPDATES
BY JILLIAN SWAIN

I
t has been more than a year since the 
Coronavirus pandemic arrived in the United 
States. During this time of uncertainty, banks 
continue to focus on implementing safe work 

environments, assisting distressed customers 
and originating Paycheck Protection Program 
loans. While these are still critical, it is important 
that banks stay on top of other regulatory 
developments especially concerning the Bank 
Secrecy Act.
 In the past year, the Financial Crimes 
Enforcement Network released several 
pandemic-related advisories and guidance 
documents. However, FinCEN also released 
multiple updates and guidance documents on 
various topics related to the Bank Secrecy 
Act and anti-money laundering programs. The 
following are examples of the releases not 
related to the pandemic:

1.  BSA/AML Examination Manual update1 
— FinCEN, along with the Federal 
Banking Agencies, updated the BSA/
AML Examination Manual in April 2020 
and February 2021 to reflect the risk-
focus for BSA/AML examinations. No new 
requirements were established. However, 
it is helpful for BSA officers to review 
the updates to understand examiner 
expectations. For example, in the February 
2021 update, emphasis is given to having 
policies and procedures that align with the 
bank’s risk profile. Examiners will determine 
what requirements to review based on 
the bank’s risk profile. Testing will be done 
to review the policies and procedures 
and implementation of those policies and 
procedures. Therefore, with this heightened 
focus, now is the time to ensure adequate 
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policies and procedures are in place or 
whether changes are needed.

2.  Fact Sheet on BSA Expectations for Charities2 
— Charity and other nonprofit organizations 
are subject to all BSA/AML regulatory 
requirements. FinCEN clarified that banks 
must apply a risk-based approach to customer 
due diligence in developing risk profiles for 
customers, including charities and nonprofit 
organizations. The fact sheet explained that 
not all charities and nonprofit organizations 
provide the same or high money laundering 
or terrorist financing risk. The risk depends 
upon the customer, their operations, activities, 
leadership and affiliations. Based on this fact 
sheet, banks should develop risk profiles for 
charity and nonprofit customers and determine 
whether additional due diligence should be 
conducted.

3.  New Suspicious Activity Reporting and AML 
FAQs3 — FinCEN and the Federal Banking 
Agencies released a series of seven FAQs to 
clarify specific regulatory requirements related 
to SARs. The FAQs do not alter existing BSA/
AML requirements, but are meant to help 
banks understand expectations while providing 

information that is the greatest value to law 
enforcement agencies and other government 
users of the BSA reporting. For example, the 
FAQs address whether a bank can maintain an 
account or customer relationship when law 
enforcement provides a written “keep open” 
request, even though the bank has identified 
suspicious activity. The FAQs also explain 
whether an SAR must be filed based solely 
on negative news or how to monitor negative 
media alerts. These FAQs should be reviewed 
to see if they are consistent with how the bank 
addresses these situations. 

These are just a few of the releases that FinCEN 
issued in the past year regarding BSA expectations 
unrelated to the pandemic, demonstrating the 
continued expectations for bank BSA-AML 
programs. Therefore, it is important that bank 
management ensures time is dedicated to not 
only handling pandemic-related issues, but also 
continuing to stay on top of other regulatory 
requirements as well. As a resource, regulatory 
updates can be found each month in the IBA 
Disclosure publication. The IBA Disclosure can be 
viewed on the “Compliance Publications” page of 
the IBA website.

Footnotes: 
1 April 2020 Update https://www.ffiec.gov/press/
pr041520.htm and February 2021 Update https://
www.ffiec.gov/press/pr022521.htm

2 https://www.fincen.gov/news/news-releases/
fincen-and-federal-banking-agencies-clarify-bsa-
due-diligence-expectations

3 https://www.fincen.gov/sites/default/files/2021-01/
Joint%20SAR%20FAQs%20Final%20508.pdf

NEED COMPLIANCE HELP? GIVES US A CALL

The Iowa Bankers Association compliance department offers a variety of products and services to assist members in compliance 
efforts. In an ever-changing regulatory environment, IBA compliance professionals strive to provide support and advocacy. One way 
members can receive guidance on compliance issues is through the IBA Compliance Hotline. For answers to any compliance-related 
questions, feel free to call 844-REGS411 or 844-734-7411.

“ It is important that bank 
management ensures time is 
dedicated to not only handling 
pandemic-related issues, but also 
continuing to stay on top of other 
regulatory requirements as well.”
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W
hen the U.S. Small Business 
Administration's Paycheck 
Protection Program, first began 
about a year ago, it was clear 

it would take a monumental effort on the part of 
banks to make it successful. And with 93% of the 
PPP loans in Iowa being handled by banks, it is an 
effort that Iowa banks should not shy away from 
promoting. 
 Just look at the numbers. More than 111,000 
PPP loans have been approved for Iowa small 
businesses in 2021 alone. Since the program 
began, more than $8 billion has been approved 
to help Iowa businesses keep their operations 
running during the pandemic. The Iowa Bankers 
Association estimates those loans have resulted in 
saving roughly 800,000 Iowa jobs. 
 In the latest edition of the IBA's Communications 
Toolkit, bank marketers can find several options for 
ways to promote these efforts. 

WHAT'S IN THE TOOLKIT?

The toolkit contains different pieces of content that 
can be customized with each bank's information 
and branding styles. Following is a description of 
how to use each item in the toolkit.
•  Press release — Can be sent to media outlets 

for them to highlight your bank's PPP efforts 
along with the overall effort of banks across 
the U.S.

•  Article — Can be posted to a bank's website 
or included in an email newsletter or shared on 
social media channels.

•  Letter to the editor — Gives banks another 
way to promote their PPP efforts to the public. 
It can be submitted to local newspapers for 
publication in their opinion/editorial sections.

•  Social media posts — The IBA has crafted 10 
social media posts that highlight some of the 

most important figures from the PPP. They can 
be shared multiple times on all social media 
channels to remind followers how banks have 
worked to support their communities during 
the pandemic.

•  Web advertisements — Label your bank as an 
official PPP lender. They can be customized 
with the number of PPP loans your bank has 
approved to highlight your bank's specific 
efforts.

•  Newspaper advertisements — Available in 
both half-page and quarter-page sizes, the 
newspaper ads can be customized with the 
number of PPP loans your bank has approved 
to highlight your bank's specific efforts.

•  Fact Sheet — This infographic can be 
customized and shared with legislators, board 
members and other bank stakeholders.

•  Postcards — The postcards are intended to be 
shared with legislators to remind them of the 
strong effort put forth by Iowa banks to keep 
the state's economy running.

Banks can choose to customize the design pieces 
themselves or can request that IBA staff create 
files based on specifications you provide.

TIME TO BRAG

More than 11 billion PPP loans have been approved 
so far nationally. Such a large, important and 
successful undertaking deserves attention. Just as 
it was up to banks to help small businesses receive 
the aid they needed during the pandemic, it is up to 
banks to brag about their efforts. 
 With the PPP Communications Toolkit, Iowa 
banks are equipped to share the most crucial data 
related to the PPP. To access the data in the toolkit, 
log into iowabankers.com and click on "Member 
Publications" then "Communications Toolkit."
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YOUR PPP EFFORTS

JOSEPH 
BIRKESTRAND 
Editor, Iowa 
Bankers Exchange

Iowa Bankers 
Association

BY JOSEPH BIRKESTRAND
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A 
return to normal is getting closer every 
day. 
 The Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention recently removed 

mask wearing and social distancing requirements 
in most instances for fully vaccinated individuals. 
With that updated guidance and as more people are 
vaccinated, it’s time to plan for how your business will 
return to normal operations.
 Returning employees to the workplace during 
and after the COVID-19 pandemic will look different 
and will need to be carefully thought out. What may 
work for some organizations may not work for others. 
For example, even though the CDC has relaxed 
mask and social distancing requirements for those 
who have been fully vaccinated, your bank may still 
decide to implement such requirements until more of 
the population becomes vaccinated. 
 Following are several key issues that employers 
will need to understand as they transition their 
workforce back into the workplace.

COMMUNICATION

As we have learned through the pandemic, 
communication is critical. Establish a communication 
plan to ensure everyone understands how the 
organization plans to conduct business. Examples of 
some communication topics include the following:
•  Staying at home if you’re sick. Consider 

implementing a daily check-in survey that all 
employees complete each weekday about their 
symptoms and exposure to COVID-19.

•  Explaining the measures you’re taking to sanitize 
and deep clean high-touch surfaces.

•  Supplying personal protective equipment to 
employees.

•  Social distancing measures that everyone 
is expected to adhere to, including moving 
workstations, staggering breaks/lunches, 
limiting the number of customers in any area, 

removing magazines, coffee, etc. from lobbies, 
and encouraging customers to utilize the drive-
up for routine transactions.

BE FLEXIBLE

Consider a phased-in approach to bringing 
employees back into the office. Determine which 
employees you want to bring back first. Ensure 
that you have communicated your return-to-work 
protocols with them ahead of bringing them back to 
the office to allow for a smoother transition. If you 
can, allow for some added flexibility until they have 
adjusted to being back in the office.
 With many employees still working from home 
since the pandemic started, there will inevitably be 
employees who have some stress and anxiety with 
returning to the office. This is to be expected and is 
completely normal. It’s important to pay attention to see 
how you can help. If you offer an Employee Assistance 
Program, communicate to them what the program is 
and how to contact someone for assistance. Be sure 
to mention that it’s free, 100% confidential, and that it’s 
available to anyone living in their household.
 If you will be allowing work-from-home 
opportunities, whether hybrid or permanent, it’s 
critical that you have a written policy that outlines 
the guidelines and expectations of employees. You 
will need to ensure that both employees and your 
organization will benefit from the arrangement. 
Some things to highlight in an agreement 
include workspace arrangements, performance 
expectations, any bank equipment that they will be 
provided with, and a clause that the agreement can 
be terminated at any time. I highly recommend having 
your legal counsel either draft or approve any written 
policy before implementing it.
 Bringing your workforce back to the office is no 
small task. I strongly encourage you to continue to 
follow CDC guidelines. As always, if IBA can be a 
resource to you, please don’t hesitate to reach out.

BACK TO THE WORKPLACE: 
WHAT TO CONSIDER
BY TERESA OSBORN

TERESA 
OSBORN, PHR
HR Generalist
 
Iowa Bankers 
Association
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IBA'S NEXT GEN FORUM
TO RETURN IN AUGUST

dickinsonlaw.com/banking

Banking Law  I  Real Estate & Land Use  I  Banking Mergers & Acquisitions 
Litigation  I  Commercial & Agricultural Loans  I  Cybersecurity & Vendor Agreements

Keep Calm and Bank On™

F
orced to take a one-year hiatus due 
to the pandemic, the Iowa Bankers 
Association's Next Gen Forum is set to 
return in August at the Embassy Suites 

Hotel in Des Moines. 
 Bankers new to the industry are invited to attend 
the Next Gen Forum where they will develop skills to 
help grow their careers, gain leadership skills and 
learn more about the industry and Iowa’s economy. 
The event will feature three guest speakers, who will 
provide insights on those topics. They include:
•  Lindsay Boccardo — a nationally recognized 

millennial expert — will lead an interactive 
session in which attendees will learn three 
skills leaders need to master to be long-lasting 
leaders in their organizations.

•  Dave Swenson — a community economics 
research and education specialist —will 

discuss industry trends and Iowa's economy. 
•  Jackson Hataway — a banking industry 

expert — will share strategies for growth in an 
environment of disruption.

Attendees will also hear from an emerging leader 
in the banking industry during an interview-style 
session; receive more information about how to 
get involved with the IBA; and have lots of time to 
network with colleagues. The Next Gen Forum will 
begin at 9 a.m. Aug. 5 and end at approximately 3:45 
p.m. The cost to attend is $185 per person.

MORE INFORMATION

Contact the IBA's Maggie Feldmann at 800-532-1423 
or mfeldmann@iowabankers.com with questions. 
Visit ibanextgen.com to learn more or to register for 
the event.
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Serving the Community Bank Market

Investment Allocation Needs
For more than 40 years, Colliers Securities (formerly 
Dougherty & Company)  has helped community banks 
meet their investment allocation needs, offering: 
• Advisory services and investment products for 

financial institutions and their affiliates.  
• Taxable and tax-exempt bond issues for charter 

schools, public utilities, economic development 
agencies and state and local governments.

Colliers Mortgage is the brand used by Colliers Mortgage LLC and Colliers Funding LLC. 
Colliers Securities is a member SIPC/FINRA.

Corporate Office: 
612.376.4000 | 800.328.4000
colliers.com find us under services

Loan Participations
Colliers Mortgage | Commercial Finance (formerly Dougherty 
Funding) offers a broad range of commercial finance solutions 
to developers and corporations nationwide. We serve as 
lead lender and fund each financing by selling participations 
to an extensive network of banks and institutional lenders.  
As a commercial finance company, we service rather than 
compete with community banks.  Our goals is to help 
community banks enhance and diversify their loan 
portfolios without compromising asset quality or adding 
extra overhead to originate and service the credit.

TWO OPPORTUNITIES TO ATTEND 
CYBERSECURITY SEMINAR

U
nderstanding emerging cybersecurity 
threats is crucial for all banks. To 
help banks recognize these risks, the 
Iowa Bankers Association is hosting a 

Cybersecurity Seminar.
 The seminar will set up attendees with 
the tools and knowledge needed to assist 
their institutions in creating and maintaining a 
comprehensive information security program to 
protect your institution’s critical infrastructure. 
They will also learn about the components 
their institutions should have in place for an 
information security program to pass regulatory 
scrutiny. The seminar will address the following 
topics:
•  FFIEC Guidance and GLBA Overview
•  Cybercrime Trends
•  Top 10 Missing CAT Baseline Controls
•  FDIC InTREx Overview

•  Information Security Programs
•  Cybersecurity Culture and Training Programs

There will be two opportunities to attend the 
seminar. The first will be Aug. 3 at the Marriott 
Hotel in Cedar Rapids. The second will be Aug. 4 
at the Sheraton Hotel in West Des Moines. The 
seminar will begin at 9 a.m. each day and end at 
approximately 4 p.m. The cost to attend is $220 for 
members and $440 for nonmembers if registered 
by July 27. After that date, the registration cost 
increases to $240 for members and $450 for 
nonmembers.

MORE INFORMATION

Contact the IBA's Darcy Burnett at 800-532-1423 or 
dburnett@iowabankers.com with questions. Visit 
ibanextgen.com to learn more or to register for the 
event.
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For more information on Iowa 

Bankers Association events 

or to register online, visit the 

IBA’s Event Calendar at 

iowabankers.com.

FEATURED 
ONLINE EVENTS
WEBINAR: ESSENTIAL TELLER ISSUES
The Iowa Bankers Association will host a two-hour virtual 
seminar on essential teller issues. The seminar will consist of six 
modules that remind tellers how important their jobs are, how 
significant their actions are and how to interact with customers. 
Modules include:
•   Professional Maturity
•  Follow Procedure
•  Scrutinize Transactions
•  Provide Extraordinary Service
•  Ace Cross-Selling and Referrals
•  Master the Balancing Act

Tellers will gain a renewed commitment to excel on the job. 
Every attendee will also get a copy of a comprehensive training 
manual that doubles as a guide for the workplace. There are two 
opportunities in June to attend the seminar. The first will be at 5 
p.m. on June 8 and 1 p.m. on June 9. The registration fee is $65 
per person and is only open to IBA members.

MORE INFORMATION

Learn more or register by visiting the IBA Event Calendar at 
iowabankers.com. Contact Maggie Feldmann or Ann Winkel 
at 800-532-1423 or mfeldmann@iowabankers.com or 
awinkel@iowabankers.com.
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SIGN UP FOR MORE IBA PUBLICATIONS!
Learn more about the latest industry trends, marketing 
topics, education events, and regulatory and compliance 
news by subscribing to the following IBA publications:

•  Bank Note (formerly Exchange E-News) — Delivered 
weekly every Thursday evening, Bank Note includes 
a quick and easy-to-read update on the latest 
legislative, industry and association news important 
to anyone working in the Iowa banking industry. To 
subscribe, email editor@iowabankers.com.

•  Disclosure — Delivered monthly, this publication 
provides a timely and comprehensive review of 
state and federal regulations impacting banks. 
To subscribe, contact Ronette Schlatter at 
rschlatter@iowabankers.com.

•  Regulatory Bulletin — Delivered monthly, this 
bulletin provides a synopsis of federal regulatory 
proposals and final rules. To subscribe, email 
editor@iowabankers.com.

•  Communications Toolkit — Delivered quarterly, the 
toolkit offers timely messages and financial tips banks 
can customize and share through newsletters, press 
releases and social media channels. To subscribe, 
log into iowabankers.com, and select "Member 
Publications."

•  Education Bulletin — Delivered monthly, this 
bulletin offers a brief summary of upcoming IBA 
educational opportunities. To subscribe, log into 
iowabankers.com, and select "Member Publications."
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REFINED EXPERIENCE
SKILLED APPROACH
To serve the diverse needs of our financial services 
clients, we have the skills and experience to work 
on banking, mergers and acquisitions, compliance 
and general corporate matters.
For more information, contact:
Marc Ward • 515.242.8901 • mward@fredlaw.com
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Strategy.

Simplified.
With strategic planning services 
from Wipfli, your financial institution 
can increase profits and stay 
competitive in a changing industry.

Get started at wipfli.com/fi-sp 
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In an Iowa Bankers Association peer group, you 
can ask questions and share ideas to gather 
best practices that will not only help your bank, 
but can also help you advance in your career. 

From CEOs and senior executives to technology, 
HR, compliance and marketing, the IBA has a 
peer group designed to fit your needs. 

Contact Jill Manternach at 515-286-4375 or 
jmanternach@iowabankers.com to learn more.

Join an IBA Peer Group Today

Data Reports | Networking | Professional Expertise | Support

 GROW YOUR 

 CAREER
 SHARE YOUR

KNOWLEDGE


